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Abstract

In this paper, the Stochastic Weighted Viterbi (SWV)
decoding is combined with   language modeling, which 
in turn guides the Viterbi decoding in those intervals
where the information provided by noisy frames is not 
reliable. In other words, the knowledge from higher
layers (e.g. language model) compensates the low
accuracy of the information provided by the acoustic-
phonetic modeling  where the original clean speech
signal is not reliably estimated. Bigram  and trigram
language models are tested, and in combination with
spectral subtraction, the SWV algorithm  can lead to
reductions as high as  20% or 45% in word error rate 
(WER) using a rough estimation of the additive noise
made in a short  non-speech interval. Also, the results 
presented here suggest that the higher the language
model accuracy, the higher the improvement due to
SWV. This paper  proposes that the problem of noise 
robustness in speech recognition should be classified in 
two different contexts: firstly,  at the acoustic-phonetic
level only, as in small vocabulary tasks with flat
language model; and, by integrating noise canceling with 
the information from higher layers. 

1. Introduction

Several techniques have been proposed to cancel or
compensate additive or/and convolutional noise: spectral 
subtraction, SS [4]; Rasta [2]; Parallel Model
Combination, PMC [1]; and, Cepstral Mean
Normalization. Moreover, as a result of the  Aurora
program [3], a noise robust front-end  has been
standardized by ETSI.  However, all the schemes
mentioned above address noise canceling or
compensation at the acoustic-phonetic level, and they do 
not take into consideration the problem of how to
optimize the use of the information provided by higher 
layers such as language modeling. In other words, as far 
as noise robustness is concerned, the acoustic-phonetic
level and language model have been treated separately so 
far.

In [6], an additive noise model was proposed to take 
into account the phase difference between  noise and
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 signal in DFT filters, and the concept of
rtainty in noise cancelling [5] was  employed to
ht the local or segmental signal-to-noise-ratio, SNR, 
e recognition procedure. This approach defined the 
hted Viterbi algorithm that was able to show
ficant improvements in isolated word recognition, 
ugh it used an empirical weighting function that
d the output pdf to the  power of a coefficient that 
inversely proportional to  the uncertainty in noise 
ling variance. A stochastic version of the weighted 
bi (SWV, Stochastic Weighted Viterbi) algorithm
proposed and successfully applied to a text-

ndent speaker verification task with signals
pted by additive noise [8] and additive plus
olutional distortion [7]. When compared to PMC, 
WV decoding explicitly explores the segmental

, requires a poor estimation of the additive noise
 in short non-speech intervals and can easily capture 
ynamics of the corrupting environment.
o significant improvements were observed when
WV algorithm in combination with the additive
 model proposed in [6] and SS  was applied to the 
ected digit task. This  result must be due to fact that 
WV algorithm makes the HMM observation pdf
discrimination ability at noisy frames. This

thesis means that the Viterbi decoding should be
d by the information from higher layers, such as
age modeling, in those intervals with low SNR. In 
ast, the connected digit task  employs a flat
age model.
 [9], the SWV algorithm was applied to a

nuous speech, medium vocabulary, speaker
endent (SI) task opening  a new paradigm in speech 
nition where the noise canceling could interact with 

nformation from higher layers in the same way the 
n perceptions works. The SWV algorithm was
ined with a bigram language model, which in turn 
the Viterbi decoding in those intervals where the
mation supplied by noisy frames is not reliable. This
ach could lead to reductions as high as  20% or 
in word error rate (WER) using a rough estimation 

e additive noise made in a short non-speech interval. 
 allows the incorporation of the information
ded by any higher layer such as syntax rules,



semantic context, etc.  In this paper SWV is combined 
with bigram and trigram. The results presented here show 
that the lower the perplexity, the higher the improvement 
tends to be. However, this improvement also depends on 
the language model coverage and accuracy.

2. The Stochastic Weighted Viterbi (SWV)
Algorithm

In the ordinary HMM topology the output pdf of
observing the frame Ot at state s, )( ts Ob , is computed 

considering Ot as being a vector of constants. In this
paper  the observation vector is composed of static, delta 
and delta-delta cepstral coefficients, and according to [8] 
these parameters should be considered as being random 
variables with normal distributions. Therefore, to
counteract this incompatibility, [8]  proposes to replace 

)( ts Ob  with [ ])( ts ObE  in the Viterbi algorithm, where 

[ ])( ts ObE  denotes the expected value of the output pdf. 
This new observation pdf, which takes into consideration 
an additive noise model, can be compared to the empiric 
weighting function previously proposed in [6].

2.1. Uncertainty variance in the cepstral domain

According to [8], the expected value and the uncertainty 
in noise canceling variance of the static cepstral
coefficient nC are:
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where mSSE is the SS estimation of the clean signal
energy and is defined according to [4]:
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 )(log 2 φmsVar  denotes the 

uncertainty in noise canceling variance in the log-filter
domain and is estimated as proposed in [8]. In this paper 
the delta cepstral coefficient in frame t, ntC ,δ  is defined 

as:
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e ntC ,1+  and ntC ,1−  are the static cepstral features 

mes 1+t  and 1−t . If the frames are supposed 
rrelated, the same assumption made by HMM, the 
tainty mean and variance of ntC ,δ  are,

ctively,  given by [8]:
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he same approach can be applied to delta-delta
ral coefficient in frame t, ntC ,

2δ , that is defined as:
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ider that the HMM output pfd, )( ts Ob , is modeled 
a mixture of Gaussians with diagonal covariance 
ces. The expected value of )( ts Ob , [ ])( ts ObE  , is 
 by [8]:
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e s, g, n are the indices for the states, the Gaussian 
onents and the coefficients, respectively; gp  is a 

hting parameter; [ ]t,Nttt OOO O...,,, 2,1,=  is the

vation vector; ngsE ,,  and ngsVar ,,  are the HMM 

 and variance, respectively; the  mean, )( ,ntOE ,

ariance, )( ,ntOVar , are estimated with (1) (2), (5) 

and (8) (9)  for the static, delta and delta-delta
ral coefficients, respectiely;  and 

)11(),(,,,,, ntOVarngsVartngsVtot +=



If 0)( , →ntOVar   (i.e. high SNR) ntO ,  can be

considered as a constant and (10) is reduced to the

ordinary output pdf because [ ] ntntOE O ,, = .

Otherwise, if )( ,ntOVar is high (i.e. low SNR) the

expected value given by (10) tends to zero independently 

of [ ]ntOE , , and  of the HMM parameters ngsE ,,  and 

ngsVar ,, , which means that the information provided by 

a noisy observation vector is less discriminative and
should have a low weight in the decision procedure of 
estimating the word string. As a consequence, expression 
(10) defined a stochastic version of the weighted Viterbi
algorithm, which in turn was proposed to take into
consideration the segmental SNR.

3.  The algorithm in speech recognition

In a speech recognition problem the SWV algorithm
reduces the discrimination ability of observation pdf in 
HMM in those frames with low SNR. As a consequence, 
the decoding should be guided by complementary
information provided by  the transition probabilities or 
any higher layer (e.g. language model, syntax rules, or 
semantic context). As a result, the SWV algorithm
unveiled a very interesting framework where noise
canceling and language model can interact synergistically 
[9]. Therefore, the bigram language model conducts the 
Viterbi decoding in those intervals where the
information provided by noisy frames is not reliable.
Note that there is a balance between the information
supplied by the acoustic model, represented by the output 
pdf, and the language model. However, this equilibrium 
depends   on the task, the  perplexity and coverage of the 
language model, and the local SNR. In contrast, the
expected value of the output pdf in (10), that defines the 
SWV algorithm, integrates the acoustic (HMM) and
additive noise model but does not take into consideration 
neither the task nor the language modeling.  In order to 
adapt the decreasing rate of the output pdf discrimination 
ability to the task and to the language model in the
Viterbi decoding, expression (11) was modified to [9]:

)12(),(,,,,, ntOVarALMIngsVartngsVtot ⋅+=

where ALMI (Acoustic and Language Model Integration) 
is a constant.

4.  Experiments

The SWV algorithm was tested with SI continuous
speech recognition experiments using the LATINO-40
database (LDC). This database is composed of speech
from 40 Latin American native speakers, with each
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ish. The training utterances  were provided by 36 
ers and context-dependent phoneme HMMs were
oyed. The vocabulary is composed of almost 6000 
s. The testing database was composed of 500
nces provided by 4 testing speakers (two females

wo males). The signals were down sampled to 8000 
les/sec. The frame energy plus ten static cepstral
icients, and their first and second time derivatives 
 computed. The noise was estimated using only 10
peech frames before the beginning of the utterance, 

0 and β   in (3) were made equal to 4 and 0.5, 
ctively.  The compensation constant [8] employed 
e additive noise model was equal to 0.15 in all the
s. Each context-dependent phoneme was modeled

a 3-state left-to-right topology without skip
ition, with eight multivariate Gaussian densities per 
and  diagonal covariance matrices. The HMMs

 trained by means of  clean signal utterances, and
m and trigram language models were employed
g recognition. The 500 testing clean  utterances
 used to create the noisy  database by adding car
 from the Noisex database  at 2 global-SNR levels: 
B, +12dB. In the experiments whose results are
ted here the techniques that were employed are
ated as follows: Vit, the baseline system with the 
ary Viterbi algorithm; SS, spectral subtraction
ding to (3); and, SWV, the stochastic weighted
bi using (12). Results are presented in Tables 1-3
ig. 1.

5.  Discussion and conclusion

an be seen in Tables 1-3 the additive noise strongly 
ased the WER and SS did not lead to  any
ovement. However, reductions as high as 20% or 
in WER were observed when  SWV algorithm was 
ed in combination with SS. Regarding to the
age model,  the lower the perplexity, the higher the 

ovement tends to be. However, this improvement
s to depend on the language model coverage and
acy. Figure 1 shows that the SWV can lead to WER 

 lower than the one achieved with clean signal and 
aseline system. Improving the additive noise model 
w segmental SNR and the applicability of the
ach presented here with other noise canceling
iques can be suggested as  future works. Finally, 
aper proposes that the problem of noise robustness 

peech recognition should be addressed in two
rent contexts: firstly, at the acoustic-phonetic level 
 as in small vocabulary tasks with flat language
l; and, by integrating noise cancelling with the
mation from higher layers. This conclusion should 

ployed by any study on new methods for noise
ensation or cancelling in speech recognition.



Table 1: WER (%) with bigram and perplexity of 4.8. The 
baseline system gave a WER = 42.0 with clean speech.

Table 2: WER (%) with bigram and perplexity of 5.0. The 
baseline system gave a WER = 39.0 with clean speech.

Table 3: WER (%) with trigram and perplexity of 3.7. The 
baseline system gave a WER = 29.8 with clean speech.
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re 1: WER (%) vs. ALMI with trigram language 
l with speech corrupted by car noise at SNR equal 

8 dB (         ) and 12 dB   (         ). The WER (%) 
 by the baseline system with clean speech is
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